## Sex in the __ starred Sarah Jessica Parker and Kim Cattrall
__ features plane crash survivors on a mysterious island
Jennifer Garner starred as a high-tech spy in __
Each episode of 24 features one hour in the life of agent Jack __
CSI: Las Vegas, New York, and __
Malcom in the Middle starred Frankie Muniz as the __ child of five
Legal was a spinoff of The Practice that started in 2004
Neil Patrick Harris came back to TV on How I Met Your __
The __ with Steve Carell is based on the UK show of the same name
Medical sit-com with J.D. and other medical interns
Lauren Graham and Alexis Bledel play mother and daughter on __ Girls
That 70s Show once starred Topher Grace and Ashton __
Law and Order and its related shows are based in __ __
Everybody Hates Chris parodies Every Loves __
Buffy the __ Slayer had a cult-like following
Jason Bateman played the normal family member in __ Development
Stargate SG-1 ended in 2007 and led to spinoffs __ and Universe
Simpsons’ creator Matt Groening also created __
HBO mobster series that ran for 86 episodes between 1999-2007
_: Borneo, Panama, Palau, Fiji, China, Guatemala, The Amazon...
Martin Sheen played the president on The __ __
Vince surrounds himself with friends "Drama," "E," Turtle and Ari on __
Desperate __ stars Teri Hatcher and Felicity Huffman and others
This show focuses on Superman’s teenage years
Who wants to be a ___? with Regis Philbin from 1999-2002
Teen shows like Drake and Josh and Zoey 101 have worked well for __
Simon, Randy, Paula, and a whole bunch of contestants
This animated series created by Mike Judge started in 1997
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Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
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Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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